New Zoner Android release brings Chromecast support, multicore speed, and unique
black-and-white conversion
(6. 3. 2014, Brno) It hasn’t even been a month since the last update of Zoner Photo Studio for Android,
and already its developers have brought a new batch of major improvements. This free application is now
appreciably faster thanks to its support for multiple cores. It also now offers black and white conversion,
and above all, it now supports smart televisions not only via DLNA but also newly over Chromecast.

“I think our users will be thrilled. We’ve sped up the app, added an ingenious black-and-white conversion tool
to the already wide range of features, and become one of the first apps to fully support Chromecast,” says
Zoner product manager Jan Kupcik of the changes. He proudly adds: “Zoner Photo Studio for Android offers
more features—and just simply more that you can get done—than any other free app today.”
Zoner first announced its upcoming Chromecast support a month ago. This support behaves the same as
a connection over DLNA. All a user has to do is connect their phone or tablet to a wifi network that’s shared
with a smart TV. Presenting photos from a source of their choice right on their TV at any time is then a matter
of seconds.
The app now supports multiple cores and new instruction sets. This makes it run more smoothly and speeds
up advanced edits by up to 8x. Additionally, owners of Android 4.4 devices will appreciate the numbers interface
improvements offered by the new version.
The new Black and White function is also quite a large addition. This is advanced, channel-mixing-based
conversion, provided as a simple one-slider function. It’s ingenious it its simplicity.
Zoner Photo Studio is regularly updated on Google Play, and despite being free, it offers many features that
are typical for paid apps. It’s available for free download from Google Play and runs on Android 4.0 and
higher. The app is available in seven languages.
Zoner is an authority in the world of digital photography. For over 10 years it’s been bringing photographers
start-to-finish solutions, from the popular Zoner Photo Studio, to mobile applications, to its Zonerama web
galleries.
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